
Streaming LIVE on 
Sunday March 21st, 2021 at 8pm

ARCADIA
# 1  D AW N  L I G H T

THE LUMINOSA STRING ORCHESTRA LED BY BOGDAN SOFEI 
perform

C O N C E RT  P R O G R A M M E



Dear Friends,

Firstly, I would like to thank you so much for buying a ticket 
for this live streamed event. Your purchase means that we can 
continue to support artists here in Galway and continue to 
bring divine music into your homes and hearts. I realise that 
you might be greatly affected by the pandemic and, therefore, 
I am all the more grateful than ever that you are able to join us 
this evening.

As this is the only way we can now engage with you and bring 
you some wonderful music, I really hope that you enjoy the 
performance. We still have all the energy of performing live 
and performing to camera is something new for some of us, so
the atmosphere should be electric.

I hope also that you have prepared a nice space for yourself to 
sit and watch. The sound is always going to be better through 
the best speakers you have, or indeed, streamed to your own 
T.V. if that’s an option for you.

If you experience any problems streaming, please let me know. 
The performance will be available to view up to a month after 
the live stream.

We have curated the ARCADIA programme around the theme 
of light and shadows. This first concert “Dawn Light” explores 
the energy, freshness and youth of Spring. We hope that the 
positivity of this as a metaphor, will bring you much needed 
light and hope.

Detailed notes on the whole concert are below.

The next concert will be at the Summer Solstice; the last at the 
Autumn equinox where we will find ourselves well on the way 
to Christmas and the completion of another year. I know I join 
you all in hoping that we will be in a far better world by then.

Do subscribe for updates at www.luminosa.ie/subscribe

Enjoy the performance.

With very best wishes,

Lucy Hayward O’Leary
Orchestra Manager and CEO

We would love to hear your feedback if you feel so inclined, 
by email to lucy@luminosa.ie

http://www.luminosa.ie/subscribe
mailto:lucy@luminosa.ie


THE PROGRAMME

Divertimento in B flat Major, K. 137
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–91) 

Idyll for String Orchestra, JW VI/3 
Leoš Janáček (1854–1928)

Two Traditional Irish Airs
John F. Larchet (1884–1967)

Simple Symphony
Benjamin Britten (1913–76)

THE LUMINOSA STRING ORCHESTRA

Led by Concertmaster Bogdan Sofei

First Violins Paul Ezergailis
Áine Kelly
Brigid Leman

Second Violins led by Ingrid Nicola
Nuala Ní Chanainn
David Clarke
Harold Berjamin

Violas led by Andreea Banciu
Tom Murphy
Elish Devine

Cellos led by Adrian Mantu
Alona Kliuchka
Nicola Geddes

Bass  Teresa Turner



THE PROGRAMME

ARCADIA — DAWN LIGHT

‘Et in Arcadia ego’ is the title of a seventeenth-century pastoral 
painting by Nicolas Poussin in which several shepherds 
are gathered around a tomb. Literally translated as ‘And in 
Arcadia, there am I’, but more generally accepted to mean 
‘And in Arcadia, there am I, Death’, the term has subsequently 
been adopted by many writers, composers and even a 
philosopher. The meaning of the phrase is ambiguous, but one 
interpretation is certainly the bitter-sweet admission that death 
and mortality are present even in the most idyllic state: it is 
part of what makes us human.

This relationship between idyll and death is a theme of 
Luminosa’s 2021 series of concerts. Tonight, the focus is on 
four works that were either written by young composers, or 
which have the energy and freshness of youth. Janáček’s Idyla 
(Idyll for Strings) was written when the composer was in his 
early twenties; Britten’s Simple Symphony is a re-composition 
by a twenty-year-old of music that he had written the best part 
of a decade earlier; Mozart composed his Divertimento in B 
flat when he was just seventeen; and although Larchet was in 
his mid-fifties when he made his arrangements of Two 
Traditional Irish Airs, listening to the piece one would scarcely 
know it. 

Yet alongside the light in these works there is also shade. The 
sombreness of the third and fifth movements of the Idyll; 
the elegiac quality of ‘The Dirge of Ossian’; the pathos of the 
Sentimental Sarabande of Britten’s symphony; the knowledge 
that the teenaged Mozart was almost halfway through his life 
when he composed the Divertimento—these are all present in 
tonight’s concert, too. ‘Ego in Arcadia ego …’

We hope you enjoy tonight’s concert, and the whole of 
Luminosa’s 2021 series of concerts.

© Aidan Thomson (2020).



DIVERTIMENTO IN B FLAT MAJOR, K. 137  
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART (1756–91)

I. Andante II. Allegro di molto
III. Allegro assai

To describe the life and career of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
as ‘extraordinary’ would be an understatement. Born in 
Salzburg, Austria, in 1756, the son of a composer, he began 
playing the piano at the age of three, composing music at five, 
embarked on his first European tour at seven, and completed 
his first symphony and opera at eight and eleven respectively. 
He worked at the court of the Archbishop of Salzburg for 
much of the 1770s, before moving to Vienna in 1781, where 
he carved out a career for himself as a concert pianist and 
freelance composer. But the twin pressures of work and a 
shortage of money took their toll on Mozart’s health, and he 
died in 1791, less than two months before his thirty-sixth 
birthday. (Ironically, the composition on which he had been 
working at his death was a setting of the Requiem Mass; it 
was subsequently completed by his student, Franz Xaver 
Süssmayr.)

Along with Haydn and Beethoven, Mozart is considered 
the outstanding exponent of the classical style. Particularly 
fine are his twenty-seven piano concertos, the solo parts 
of which he usually played himself, and his operas, four of 

which—Le nozze di Figaro, Don Giovanni, Così fan tutte and 
Die Zauberflöte—remain among the best-loved and most 
performed of all works in this genre. But his symphonies, 
chamber music, solo instrumental music and church music are 
also cornerstones of the classical repertoire; and such is their 
enduring popularity that there are more recordings of Mozart’s 
work than of any other classical composer.

The work we hear tonight is an example of Mozart’s sparkling 
craftsmanship in a relatively light genre, the divertimento. A 
divertimento was a short instrumental work that was written 
for private, probably courtly, entertainment, often with one 
player to a part. Mozart wrote three such pieces for strings in 
1772, around the time he was composing his opera Lucio Silla, 
and the B-flat Major Divertimento is the second of these. The 
work begins with a slow movement in the ‘galant’ style, 
characterized by melodic sighing figures and other elegant 
gestures. It is followed by a lively allegro, and then a triplet-
time dance movement to finish.

© Aidan Thomson (2020).



IDYLL FOR STRING ORCHESTRA, JW VI/ 3 
LEOŠ JANÁČEK (1854–1928)

I. Andante II. Allegro
III. Moderato IV. Allegro
V. Adagio VI. Scherzo—Trio
VII. Moderato

Leoš Janáček was a composer for whom success came relatively 
late in life. Born in Hukvaldy, Moravia, in 1854, he studied in 
Prague, Leipzig and Vienna, and then returned to Moravia, 
where, in 1881, he founded the Brno Organ School (later 
the Brno Conservatory). He composed little during the next 
twenty years, but his research into Moravian folk music and, 
more significantly, the melodic and rhythmic properties of 
Moravian speech, would have a lasting effect on his later operas 
and instrumental music. His compositional breakthrough 
eventually came when his darkly realist opera, Jenůfa (1904), 
was performed at the Prague National Theatre in 1916. Other 
operas followed during the 1920s, notably Kát’a Kabanová,  The 
Cunning Little Vixen—a work that includes surely the finest love 
duet between two animal characters in all opera—and The 
Makropulos Affair. The strong female protagonists in these 
three works were inspired by Kamila Stösslová, a young woman 
whom Janáček met in 1917 and with whom he became 
infatuated. From this final decade of the composer’s life also 
come his most-performed instrumental works—the Sinfonietta 
and the two string quartets—and The Glagolitic Mass.

Janáček greatly admired Antonín Dvořák, and organized a 
performance of Dvořák’s Serenade for Strings in Brno on 22 
April 1877. This work would inspire him to write two pieces 
of his own for string orchestra: a Suite (1877) and an Idyla 
(Idyll) (1878). It is the Idyll that we hear this evening. The 
work comprises seven movements in all. It begins with an 
elegant dance in a triple metre—possibly a minuet (like the 
second movement of Dvořák’s Serenade) or a Czech 
sousedská. Both the second and third movements contain 
changes of metre in their central sections. The Allegro second 
movement begins as a mazurka (a triple-time dance), switches 
to a slow polka (a duple-time dance), and then returns to the 
mazurka. The third movement, which is slower than its 
Moderato tempo might suggest, begins and ends in the 
unusual metre of 5/4, but contains a faster central section in 
3/4. The Allegro fourth movement is the first in the suite to be 
written in sonata form, and its primary theme has something 
of the character of a Bach two-part Invention. The slow fifth 
movement contains the gentlest music of the suite; its main 
melody is an air whose repetitive rhythms sometimes offer 
glimpses of the mature composer of the late operas. The 
innocent, sunny scherzo of the sixth movement is followed by 
a finale that combines the dance influences of the early 
movements with the contrapuntal flair of the fourth: a 
satisfying way to end the work. 

© Aidan Thomson (2020).



TWO TRADITIONAL IRISH AIRS 
JOHN F. LARCHET (1884–1967)

I. The Dirge of Ossian II. MacAnanty’s Reel

John Francis Larchet was perhaps the most important 
composer working in Ireland during the years of the Free 
State. He was born in Dublin in 1884, and studied composition 
at the Royal Irish Academy of Music with Michele Esposito, 
whom he would succeed as Professor of Composition in 1920. 
The following year, he was appointed Professor of Music at 
University College Dublin, which honours him today with 
a biennial lecture in his memory. As a composer, he is best 
known for his period as Director of Music at the Abbey 
Theatre, a post that he held between 1908 and 1935. Larchet 
wrote incidental music for a number of Yeats plays, beginning 
with Deirdre of the Sorrows the year before his appointment, 
as well as a ballet, Bluebeard (1932). He subsequently wrote a 
number of short orchestral works, such as the Lament for 
Youth (1939) and the nocturne, By the Waters of Moyle (1957), 
both of which have now been recorded. Aside from Bluebeard, 
Larchet specialised in miniatures rather than large-scale 
works. The lyrical melodies that characterize his style reflect 
his interest in the traditional Irish air; indeed, he made many 
arrangements, both instrumental and vocal, of Irish folk songs 
and dances.

Composed in 1940, the Two Traditional Irish Airs were first 
performed by the Dublin String Orchestra, under Terry 
O’Connor, at a concert in the Aberdeen Hall of the Gresham 
Hotel in Dublin on 15 April 1940. Both works have northern 
associations. ‘The Dirge of Ossian’ is 
a slow elegy ‘as sung in the glens in Derry’ that appears in 
Charles Villiers Stanford’s edition of George Petrie’s Complete 
Collection of Irish Music (1902). It consists of a single melody 
that appears three times in this setting: firstly on the violins; 
then, a fifth lower, on the cellos; and then once more on the 
violins, at the original pitch level, and with a change of 
accompaniment texture. Larchet’s harmonization subtly draws 
out the tonal ambiguity of the melody, which fluctuates 
between the minor key and the Aeolian mode. ‘MacAnanty’s 
Reel’ is an arrangement of ‘John MacAnanty’s Welcome 
Home’, one of two tunes that appear in P. W. Joyce’s Old Irish 
Folk Music and Songs (1909) about a mythical king of the 
fairies, who lived in Scrabo Hill in Co. Down. The reel is in 
ternary form. The opening and closing sections are in an 
energetic G major, with the violins and violas taking it in turns 
to play the melody, while the rumbustious central section is in 
a modally inflected D major.

© Aidan Thomson (2020).



SIMPLE SYMPHONY  
BENJAMIN BRITTEN (1913–76)

I. Boisterous Bourrée II. Playful Pizzicato
III. Sentimental Sarabande IV. Frolicsome Finale

Benjamin Britten was the pre-eminent composer in Britain in 
the thirty years following the end of the Second World War. 
He was born in 1913, in Lowestoft, a fishing port in the eastern 
English county of Suffolk, and studied composition at the 
Royal College of Music in London. He moved to the USA a 
few months before the outbreak of the war, and on his return 
in 1942 successfully applied for recognition as a conscientious 
objector. In 1948, he and his partner, the tenor Peter Pears, 
founded an annual musical festival in the Suffolk village of 
Aldeburgh, which runs to this day; and, in 1957, he and Pears 
moved to Aldeburgh, where they lived until Britten’s death. Six 
months before he died, Britten was awarded a life peerage.

Britten was first and foremost a composer for the voice; his 
sensitivity to the speech rhythms of the English language 
was probably the greatest of any composer since Henry 
Purcell in the late seventeenth century. His output included 
some fine church music, and a War Requiem, written for the 
consecration of the newly rebuilt Coventry Cathedral, that 
combined the liturgy of the Requiem Mass with the war 
poetry of Wilfred Owen. But it was in opera that he excelled. 

His Peter Grimes (1945) was the first British opera of modern 
times to achieve lasting international recognition; other 
operatic successes included Billy Budd, The Turn of the Screw 
and Death in Venice. A feature of many of these operas is the 
isolation felt by the outsider in society, something that the 
pacifist, homosexual composer felt keenly.

The Simple Symphony for string orchestra was composed 
between 1933 and 1934, and was premiered at the Stuart Hall, 
Norwich, by an amateur orchestra, conducted by the composer, 
on 6 March 1934. Each of the four movements is based on two 
themes, and these are drawn from piano works and songs that 
Britten had composed between 1923 and 1926. The Boisterous 
Bourrée is a lively dance in D minor, whose title and rigorous 
Bachian counterpoint evoke a baroque suite. The Playful 
Pizzicato is a lively scherzo in ternary form for plucked strings; 
perhaps not coincidentally, its key, F major, is the same as that 
of another pizzicato scherzo, that of Tchaikovsky’s Fourth 
Symphony. Baroque dance, once again, forms the inspiration for 
the slow movement, a Sentimental Sarabande in G minor that, 
at times, is decidedly passionate. With the Frolicsome Finale, 
the music returns to the key and tempo of the first movement; 
its quirky changes of harmony and texture, and nervous energy, 
bring the piece to a lively conclusion.

© Aidan Thomson (2020).



ABOUT LUMINOSA MUSIC

Charity Trustees / Company Directors
Marian Chambers Higgins 
Carmel Garrett
Professor Rod Stoneman
Dr. Aidan Thomson

CEO and Orchestra Manager
Lucy Hayward O’Leary

 PATRONS AND FRIENDS 2019 / 2020
Platinum

Gold 

 Anonymous

Anonymous
Padraic Timon - Chameleon Colour Systems 
Norman Duffy

Silver Michael Noone 
O’Leary Family

Friends 

Mark and Winkie McLaughliln 
Aisling and Barry Gavin

Therese and Jack Kelly 
Conal and Laura Kavanagh 
Paul and Mary Garavan
Paul Fitzgerald
Máire and Matthew Harrison 
Margaret Kelly
Barbara and Nanke Ulrichs 
Jane O’Leary 
Robert Childers

WITH THANKS TO OUR PATRONS AND FRIENDS  
2021 

Friends Anonymous

Silver Catherine Gagnuex
Aine and Michael Cafferkey



Funded by the Arts Council

Galway City Council

With Special Thanks to Galway Cathedral

SUPPORT YOUR ORCHESTRA:
YOU CAN BECOME A PATRON OR FRIEND BY 
VISITING
https://www.luminosa.ie/donate

OR SIMPLY MAKE A DONATION. EVERY 
DONATION IS GRATEFULLY RECEIVED AND 
SUPPORTS OUR LOCAL ARTISTS
Donations can be made via www.luminosa.ie/donate 
or at any bank or online:
BIC BOFIIE2DXXX
IBAN IE13BOFI90401880232441

Luminosa Music is a registered Charity no. 20205430
Company Reg No. 621677
Luminosa Music Company Limited by Guarantee

For further information please see www.luminosa.ie and 
subscribe to updates.

www.facebook.com/luminosamusic2019

twitter.com/Luminosa2019

https://www.luminosa.ie/donate
http://www.luminosa.ie/donate 
http://www.luminosa.ie
http://www.facebook.com/luminosamusic2019
http://twitter.com/Luminosa2019



